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Brunswick Park Neighbourhood  

Tenants and Residents Association 

Jason Mitchell 07985 548 544  

tandra.brunswickpark@yahoo.co.uk 
 

Burgess Park, Friends of  

www.friendsofburgesspark.org.uk  
friendsofburgesspark@.gmail.com 
 

Butterfly Tennis Club  

www.butterflytennis.com 
 

Camberwell Arts 

Promoting the arts in Camberwell 

,and Camberwell in the Arts 

camberwellartsfestival@gmail.com 
www.camberwellarts.org.uk 
 

Camberwell Gardens Guild  

Membership enquiries to:  

Pat Farrugia, 17 Kirkwood Road, 

SE15 3XT 
 

Carnegie Library, Friends of  

See the Friends’ tray in the Library or 

foclchair@googlemail.com 
 

Concerts in St Giles’Church  

Camberwell Church Street 

www.music@stgiles.com 
 

Cuming Museum  

Old Walworth Town Hall, 151  

Walworth Road, SE17 1RY.  

020 7525 2332 

www.southwark.gov.uk/Discover-
Southwark/Museums 
 

Dulwich Picture Gallery  

College Road, SE21 7AD  

020 8693 5254.  

www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk 
 

Herne Hill Society  

Jeffrey Doorn 020 7274 7008   

Membership: Herne Hill Society  

PO Box 27845, SE24 9XA 

www.hernehillsociety.org.uk 
 

Lambethans’ Society  

See Brixton Society website 

www.brixtonsociety.org.uk 
 
Maudsley Learning 

ORTUS learning and events centre, 

82-96 Grove Lane, SE5 8SN 

www.maudsleylearning.com 
 

Minet Conservation Association   

020 7737 8210 

www.minet.fsnet.co.uk 

Nunhead Cemetery  

Linden Grove, SE15. Friends of 

Nunhead Cemetery (FONC)  

020 8693 6191  

www.fonc.org.uk 
 

Peckham Society  

Peter Frost 020 8613 6757   

Sunday 21 February, 3pm, Recent  
archaeolgical finds in Southwark. 
(Christopher Constable) Meet at 

Goose Green Centre, St John’s 

Church, East Dulwich 

www.peckhamsociety.org.uk 
 

Ruskin Park, Friends of  

Doug Gillies 020 7703 5018 
 

SE5 Forum 

SE5Forum.org.uk 
comms@SE5forum.org.uk 
 

South London Gallery  

65 Peckham Road SE5. Open:  

Tuesday to Sunday – 12pm-6pm, 

closed on Monday  

www.southlondongallery.org 
 

Southwark Friends of the Earth 

Stephanie & Jim Lodge 

020 7701 3331. Emails:  

foesouthwark@gmail.com 
southwark.foe.newsletter@gmail.com 
 

Wells Way Triangle Residents  

Association  

Andrew Osborne 

WWTRACamberwell@gmail.com 
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THE CAMBERWELL 

SOCIETY 

MEMBERSHIP & EVENTS 
 

Membership is open to anyone who 
lives, works or is interested in  
Camberwell. 
 
The Executive Committee is elected 

annually at the Society’s AGM. 

Meetings of the Executive  

Committee are usually held on the 

first Thursday of the month – please 

contact the Secretary for details. 

Members are welcome to attend as  

observers with prior notice to the 

Secretary, Robert Wainwright (see 

inside back cover for contact details). 

 

Sub-Committes on planning, the  

public realm, traffic and  

transport, publications and local 

history form an important part of 

the Society’s work and all members 

are welcome to involve themselves 

in areas which interest them. 

 

 

 

 

The views expressed in the  

Camberwell Quarterly are not  

necessarily those of the Society unless 

clearly stated as such. The  

Camberwell Society is a registered 

charity (No 264751). 
Cover: The new Camberwell Library  
(see page 4)



 

Road closures reversed, while new restaurants continue to open 
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Report from the Chair

Southwark Council is also  
coming up with new proposals for 
the Quietways scheme on Champion 
Hill. As I said in my last letter, it is 
essential that these proposals are 
given proper consideration in the 
context of Camberwell as a whole, 
and this is the approach that the  
Society will continue to take. 

In November last year, I was  
fortunate to be invited to one of the 
open evenings at the new Camberwell 
Library, and what a wonderful  
addition to the public realm it is. 
With brand new stock, and high  
quality facilities, it will transform 
that corner of Camberwell Green, 

particularly when the works to  
improve the Green (which are now 
well under way) are completed some 
time this year. If you are not a library 
user then I can thoroughly  
recommend you try it.  

It will be interesting to see what 
becomes of the old library premises. 
As I understand it, the old library  
occupied three former shops, which 
is what they will become once again. 

Camberwell Church Street seems 
to be changing before our very eyes, 
to become a destination for good and 
interesting restaurants, two of which, 
Wuli Wuli and Theo’s, are reviewed 
in this issue. Others are also due to 
open in the near future. You can also 
read about how the shopping fabric 
of Camberwell has changed since the 
end of World War Two. 

 
Nick Holt 
nick.holt.camberwell.soc@gmail.com 

East Dulwich 020 8299 3021
Nunhead 020 3206 3063
roybrooks.co.uk

At home in Camberwell

Welcome to this edition of 
The Camberwell  
Quarterly.  

Let me first wish you all a happy 
and healthy new year. 

In my last Chair’s letter I wrote 
about traffic in and around  
Camberwell, and how a multiplicity 
of road works (mainly in relation to 
the preparatory works for Cycle  
Superhighway Route 5), and  
experimental road closures around 
Loughborough Junction were  
conspiring to make it difficult, if not 
impossible, to get out of Camberwell 
at peak times by road.  

I am pleased to note that the 
Cycle Superhighway works are  
complete, and that Superhighway 
Route 5 is open. Traffic at least now 
appears to flow more freely round the 
Oval and Vauxhall.  

By the time you read this letter 
the vast majority of the road closures 
at Loughborough Junction will also 
have been reversed, largely as a result 
of strong local opposition. Lambeth 
Council still wishes to improve the 
public spaces around Loughborough 
Junction, which is an aim that we all 
share. It is to be hoped that this will 
be done through a more broadly 
based consultation project than has 
hitherto been the case.  

Nick Holt

 
Copy deadline  

for the next  
issue is  

15 February



I
f you haven’t been the new  

library yet you should pay it a 

visit. It is light, bright and  

cheerful and full of brand new books, 

27,000 of them no less.  

What a contrast to the old library 

in Church Street! That, although  

conveniently situated, was cramped 

and inconvenient. For instance, in the 

old library the children’s section was 

in the basement (no lift) and  

inaccessible to wheelchair users. The 

new library by contrast is definitely 

child friendly. As you enter the new 

building (no ramp needed, full  

Access for All laws meticulously  

complied with) the children’s section 

is on the right. Separating it from the 

main part is a glass wall beautifully 

illustrated by a student from the 

Camberwell College of Arts. In fact, 

work from the College’s students is 

visible throughout the library. 

The children’s section has its 

own array of computer terminals, and 

upstairs (lift available) is the  

children’s toilet complete with 

diminutive fittings. 

There are automated machines 

for taking out, returning or renewing 

books as well as the usual library  

facilities such as photocopying and 

computer terminals. There is special 

provision of wifi for students upstairs.   

Also upstairs are three meeting 

rooms, two small ones, just right for 

four to six people, and a larger one 

which has tea and coffee-making  

facilities These rooms are leased out 

for the very reasonable sum of £15 

and £30 an hour respectively. 

On display near the entrance are 

the latest bestsellers as well as books 

by authors ranging from Grayson 

Perry to Proust. Also on display was 

Banksky.  Move further into the  

library and there is an impressive 

range of specialist and reference 

books.  

The move from the old to the 

new appeared seamless, but it must 

have taken an enormous amount of 

planning. 

Pam Usher, the Library Art and 

Heritage Manager confired this.   

“The staff have been fantastic,” she 

said. “They worked so hard to get ev-

erything ready.” 

Camberwell Library’s new 

venue, though slightly off the main 

drag, is in an attractive setting, and 

will be more so when the new-look 

Green is complete. 

The library is part of  

Camberwell’s regeneration.

 

1874

Camberwell Library
 

Bright and airy, with something for everyone

A spectacular mural on a glass wall runs on the side of the children’s section



 

Shopping as it used to be
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History

From 1944 to 1964 Richard Norman 
lived in Grove Lane Terrace at the 
southern end of Grove Lane. The  
following is an extract from his  
memoirs of growing up in  
Camberwell. Can you work out what 
went where? (Answers on page 7.) 
 

L
ife appeared much safer for 

children in my early years, for 

at a very young age I was 

sent, (or allowed) to go to buy bread 

from Muhl’s the bakers(1) just down 

the road on the corner of Grove Lane 

(the Lane) and Daneville Road. It 

was said that the proprietor was  

German (probably second or even 

third generation) but this was not 

held against him despite the war. 

Maybe he had been interned? I do 

not know, either way he baked bread 

at the back of the shop and there was 

no greater pleasure than to go down 

the Lane to buy two large loaves, so 

hot out of the oven that they were 

still warm when they got home. They 

were simply wrapped, in tissue paper, 

and put into my bag. When I got 

home Nan would cut off the crusts 

and butter them – gorgeous even 

without jam. Occasionally we would 

have buns, but real “hot” crossed 

buns were made and sold only on 

Good Friday. These too were brought 

home quickly so that everyone could 

have their first one fresh and warm 

with butter.  

Mr Muhl opened another shop on 

Coldharbour Lane and I can remember 

the day he ceased baking in the 

Grove Lane shop and the bread was 

brought from “the new steam bakery”, 

a much larger building behind the 

new shop. The joy of fresh hot bread 

was never the same again.  

Just down the Lane from Muhl’s 

was the butchers(2). They always had 

great halves of cow (beef), pigs and 

sheep hanging up at the back of the 

shop on big hooks on a chrome rail 

suspended from the ceiling. There 

were chopping blocks and sawdust on 

the floor – regularly swept up and  

replaced with new from a sack. I  

remember watching the men, dressed 

in their white coats with white aprons 

and small white caps with the bit 

hanging down the back, carrying 

these great sides of beef out of the 

lorry over their shoulders and into the 

shop. Here we bought the fresh meat, 

beef, pork, mutton and, later, New 

Zealand lamb. There was also  

unshredded suet, liver and other 

offal. This butcher must have closed 

as we started to buy from a much 

larger butchers, Edwards, in  

Camberwell New Road. They made 

their own sausages and faggots, 

cooked meats and associated products 

like brawn on the premises. 

Further down the Lane and 

around the corner into Church Street 

(to the left) was first the greengrocer 

and fruiterers,(3) then came the Police 

Station(4) and then the feed shop(5). 

Here we bought feed for the chickens, 

hay for the rabbits and dog biscuits 

from sacks. Biscuits for ourselves 

came from large square galvanised 

“biscuit tins”, one for each type. 

These included Garibaldis, Malted 

Milk (called cow biscuits because of 

the picture that they have on them to 

this day), Bourbons, Custard Creams, 

Digestives, Rich Tea and Nice. The 

boxes had glass lids so that you could 

see the contents: the tins were 

arranged in rows in a rack. You 

would select the type and the quantity 

required and the sales person would 

put them into brown paper bags and 

weigh them, writing down the cost 

(weight times cost per pound, all 

done in the head or maybe from a 

book) on a pad. There was a tin into 

which the broken biscuits were put. 

These were the cheapest so we  

children would often buy them with 

our pocket money; there was always 

the chance that you would get a 

chocolate biscuit in your four ounces. 

Further along were the banks: 

Westminster)(6) and on the opposite 

corner with Wren Road, Lloyds),(7) 

where Grandad banked. Next, I think, 

was Joe Lyons café(8) where, if we 

were exceptionally lucky, we might 

have a chocolate Kunzle cake and a 

pot of tea for a treat. 

Now you were almost in Denmark 

Hill with the taxi rank and phone in 

the middle of the road. Over to your 

right was the Green with the now  

replaced, steel railings that had been 

removed during the war. 

Returning to the foot of the Lane 

and on the right-hand corner (Lane 

and Church Street) was The Co-op.(9) 

Here were purchased sugar and dried 

fruit from one counter and bacon and 

eggs from the other. The bill was sent 

to the cash desk in the corner by 

overhead wire and here you paid and 

collected your “checks”, small flat tin 

discs, hexagons and heptagons, with 

a value pressed into them. When you 

had, for example, £1s worth of 

checks you took your “shareholders” 

pass book and handed over the 

checks, the amount was written in 

and the checks were then recycled. 

This was called the “dividend” or 

“Around the corner into Church Street was the greengrocer and fruiterers”

Continued on next page

Photo: Donald Mason
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History

“divi” and could be withdrawn as 

cash. The percentage of the divi was 

quite small – nevertheless over the 

year it added up and was used to buy 

a treat or something, maybe the dried 

fruit for the Christmas cakes and 

puddings. I still have my passbook 

which is in £:s:d 

The next shop to the Co-op in 

Church Street was another grocers, 

SW Frosts(10) I think, and here they 

sold the same things as the Co-op but 

the shop was larger and it was 

arranged so that on the left as you  

entered was the dairy counter and on 

the right the dry goods. The cash 

desk was at the back of the shop in 

the middle. Frosts, like the Co-op, 

had the wires overhead where the bill 

boxes were sprung from the  

salesmen’s counters to the cash desk 

where you paid. When you think 

about this, it was very trusting. 

Each sales person had a queue so 

there were four, two on each side. 

First you would join the queue for 

the dry goods, ordering sugar, dried 

fruit, jam in jars, golden syrup and 

black treacle in tins and other canned 

goods, peas, beans and so on. The 

sugar and dried fruit were weighed 

out from sacks or barrels into one- or 

two-pound (lb) blue thick paper bags 

and weighed and the cost added to a 

list. The final bill was totalled and 

whizzed across to the cashier where 

you paid. You then joined one of the 

queues on the left to get bacon, ham, 

eggs, butter and so on. At this time 

some butter, or “marg”, was already 

pre-wrapped but the cheaper, salted, 

butter was unwrapped in barrels, and 

the salesperson would ask how much 

you wanted, dig out that amount, put 

it on to a sheet of greaseproof paper, 

pat it into a squarish shape, weigh it, 

work out the price and write that 

down on your bill. It was thus  

possible to order lesser quantities, for 

example, two or four ounces, rather 

than a half or full pound. Even when 

the loose butter disappeared these 

shops would cut the packed half 

pounds into halves or quarters for 

people living on their own or those 

who did not have a fridge. 

Bacon, ham and so on was sliced 

on the big slicer – there were piles of 

already sliced bacon on the marble 

slab but if you wanted the slices 

thicker or thinner the requisite piece 

of bacon, also on the slab, was put on 

the slicer, the slicer adjusted, and the 

required number or rough weight of 

slices cut to your thickness. 

All cheese was again cut to size 

on a base with a wire, weighed and  

wrapped in greaseproof and the price 

added to the list. Eggs were loose too 

and, unless you had a tray or half 

tray, were carefully placed in stiff 

grey or brown paper bags, this being 

done last and put on top of your  

carrying bag (later Nan’s basket on 

wheels) with, of course, the warm 

bread. 

The items were listed with the 

costs and totalled and, as with the dry 

goods, the bill whizzed to the cashier 

where you returned to pay a second 

time. 

Everyone queued for everything! 

On one shopping trip you might 

queue in every different shop you  

entered; baker, butcher, green grocer, 

hardware store, general grocer and, 

as I have said, sometimes twice in 

one shop. 

Many items were delivered to the 

door. We had daily deliveries of milk 

from the Co-op and United Dairies. 

The Co-op milkman had an electric 

float and came very much earlier – he 

had fewer customers in Grove Lane – 

than did Jim the United Dairies milk-

man. Jim had a horse float and deliv-

ered to many more houses than the 

Co-op guy. Jim’s float could often be 

found parked outside the pub on the 

corner of Grove Lane and Kerfield 

Crescent(11). I can remember having 

to go down there to collect the milk 

from him  

because he was late – this might have 

been Nan or my mother making a 

point to him or simply wanting to get 

me out of the way. 

When paraffin was not delivered 

it had to be collected from the oil 

shop(12) on the corner of Camberwell 

Green and D’Eynsford Road. From 

this shop we also bought washing 

powder in boxes, as today (Persil, 

Tide), but also loose soap flakes 

which were weighed and put into 

those same stiff paper bags. There 

were also loose red “hard soap” bars. 

Up the Lane after you had 

crossed the railway, where Champion 

Park meets the Lane, there was a 

small row of shops: a hairdressers,(13) 

a greengrocers,(14) the “sweet shop”, 

Franklin’s(15) and United Dairies(16). 

Next up was an off licence(17) and 

across the road into Canning Cross 

was the William Canning pub(18) . 

Further up from there was the Post 

Office(19) . 

It was from this off licence that, 

much later – I was about 11 or 12, I 

bought my first bottle of port; Four 

Aces I think was the name – and I 

got extremely squiffy that Christmas! 

I was given my first bike at 11 

for passing 11+. It was a black  

sit-up-and-beg with three-speed 

Sturmey-Archer gears and lever 

brakes. A year or two later, I took all 

my savings out of the Post Office and 

went off to Edwardes(20) in Camberwell 

Road and part exchanged it for a 

Raleigh with drop handle bars. The 

advent of the bicycle brought my 

paper round which was done from 

WH Smith in Denmark Hill station. 

Continued from the previous page

“I took all my savings out of the Post 
Office and went off to Edwardes in 
Camberwell Road”

“Joe Lyons café where, if we were 
exceptionally lucky, we might have a 
chocolate Kunzle cake and a pot of 
tea for a treat” 

Photo: Donald Mason



  

Never a dull moment

The Dulwich Notebook  
by Mireille Galinou,  

Photography: Torla Evans  
Your London Publishing 
£17.99 
Avalable from Dulwich bookshops and 
museums 
 

I
 wonder how many alternative  

titles the author and publisher of 

this book considered? It’s not an 

easy production to describe in a 

word: Dulwich Miscellany or  

Pot-Pouri could sound earnest or 

twee. So it might as well be  

Notebook – but don’t expect pages 

for making notes. 

Seriously though, this is a  

handsome and comprehensive  

volume: Dulwich in all its facets, in 

one huge “snapshot”. In it are notable 

people (many of them very much 

alive), green spaces, timeless places, 

schools (of course), street art – and 

quite a lot of food. An added luxury 

is a bibliography and detailed index.  

Look up Camberwell, and you’ll 

find more than 20 references in the 

index. 

After a substantial introduction, 

Dulwich is considered in areas –  

Village, West, South and East, each 

of the four given the same chapter 

titles, which helps to clarify what 

might otherwise be a complex  

picture, and should make all residents 

grateful for the delights on their 

doorstep. 

Being such a fine edition should 

be no surprise, as both author and 

photographer are high-flyers in their 

respective fields. It’s arty in the best 

meaning of the word: beautifully  

presented, slick almost. Author and 

photographer have immersed  

themselves in all things Dulwich,  

leaving no stone unturned, be it  

ancient edifice or council estate. A 

The main station building is as it 

was, but it is now a pub(21). 

We often went to East Street 

Market(22) on Sunday: here were all 

kinds of stalls and shops; there was 

the eel and pie shop on the main drag 

where we bought pie, mash and peas, 

boiled eels, again with mash, or jellied 

eels – wonderful for Sunday lunch. 

(NB: This was with Grandad – they 

were beneath Mum!) There was the 

stall where we bought glasses of hot 

sarsaparilla in winter; the pet stall; 

stalls selling anything that you can 

imagine and the market “auctions” 

where the guys would sell from a 

lorry, standing up high, holding the 

item for sale and shouting, “Am I 

asking £10, am I asking £5? No!  

Give me a pound and this is yours.” 

A punter would proffer a note and the 

transaction was done with other notes 

proffered, other transactions  

completed; it could be china, towel 

sets, mats, saucepans, electrical 

goods, anything that you can  

imagine.  

I think everyone knew they had 

“ringers” in the crowd so  

occasionally the “pound” would be  

proffered but only one transaction 

done – everyone knew that the ringer 

transaction had been done, the price 

was too high so the item would be 

put down, to be picked up later. 

 I learnt a lot about selling from  

listening to those men.  
  

Richard Norman 
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Book Review

clear art/historical eye illuminates 

every scene, spanning allotments to 

Woodyard Lane’s cool domestic  

architecture.  

The book takes a few liberties 

with boundaries, referencing  

highlights of Crystal Palace, Forest 

Hill, Herne Hill, Peckham and  

Camberwell – but who’s going to 

complain about getting more for their 

money, and the information is always 

fascinating. For a large format full 

colour production it seems good 

value at £17.99, and is surely  

destined to grace many a coffee table 

in Dulwich and beyond.  

 

John Turpin 

 

Answers – but if you   

know different ... 
 

1    Muhl’s  (now flats) 

2    Hill’s bakery 

3    Crusons 

4    Police Station 

5    Feed shop (assorted shops) 

6    Hartnells Solicitors 

7    Lloyds 

8    Noodles City 

9    Shoe shop and  

      Camberwell Superstore 

10  Assorted shops 

11  Crooked Well 

12-19 Assorted shops 

20  Edwardes  

21  The Phoenix 

22  East Street

Apologies to Joshua and potential 

customers who tried to contact him 

through ads in the Quarterly.  

Unfortunately no one noticed that 

gremlins had been at work and that 

all his contact details were wrong. 

The corrected advertisement is  

published opposite.

Home refurishment
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United Reformed Church
  

Story of the URC develoment draws to a close

T
he story, dating from 2008, of 

the URC Church and  

Residential development of 

eight flats and an End House in 

Grove Lane, is drawing to a close. 

The housing adjoins the late 18th 

century Grade 2 Listed terrace 

known as Queen’s Row. There are 

now handsome railings set in stone 

with a landscaped design of  

box-hedged lawn and anemone 

japonica for the exterior and a high 

standard of finish inside. New  

owners are settling in, some having 

re-located from nearby, while the 

Thanksgiving Service for the church 

in Love Walk with its inscription 

from Ephesians – Let us walk in love 

as Christ loves us – was   

celebrated in September. 

Since the last CQ report in  

January 2012, the Local Amenity  

Societies’ URC Working Party (WP) 

has worked with Seb Kelly of  

Baylight, the developers chosen by 

the URC, and their talented architect, 

Matt White, who is also responsible 

for the design of the Hill Bakery at  

4A Grove Lane.    

The revised design of the Grove 

Lane façade, achieved by the WP at 

the Community Council meeting of 

2011, is based on the drawings of the 

original houses before demolition 

and in the spirit of the original terrace. 

It shows a new south “pavilion” of 

houses with long first-floor windows, 

standing slightly forward to balance 

the existing “pavilion” at the north 

end. These balance a central  

“pavilion” of three houses, also with 

long first-floor windows. Matt’s  

revised design has added balconies at 

first-floor level to match those of the 

central houses. These have very  

recently been installed. They are, 

with the railings, the use of stone and 

the arched and linked  ground-floor 

round-headed windows, ways of  

the new development “having a  

conversation” with the historic  

terrace advocated by the Appeal  

Inspector. 

Matt’s most significant change  

did away with the large ramps to the 

front door and down to the basements 

to which the WP had been much  

opposed but had not been able to 

change. From this change he has  

created two duplex apartments to  

include basement and ground floors, 

in the process of completion. He has 

gone on to develop the present  

sympathetic Love Walk façade for 

the End House with Georgian-style 

windows. These “read” well coming 

along Love Walk towards Grove 

Lane. His portrait-shaped windows at 

the rear are in sympathy with those 

of the adjoining historic terrace. 

Local residents have been  

consulted as much as possible, either 

directly, such as in the choice of 

brick, or indirectly through  

representation. Once building was 

underway, the WP set up the  

Monitoring Group, chaired by 

Anthea Dalton, on the same lines as 

that for the Mary Datchelor  

The first proposed Grove Lane elevation, 2008, was revised in 2010                                                  Courtesy Wyatt MacLaren

The front of the new church in Love 
Walk



development, to defuse any  

problems that might develop. 

The WP has much appreciated  

the considerable consultation offered 

by Baylight and has been able to  

support the planning applications  

involved since 2012 except for a  

proposed extra storey of “Winter 

Gardens” which Baylight chose not 

to pursue. The landscaping  

permission includes roughened stone 

for the paths to avoid slipping under 

the trees. 

The front door colours derive 

from the colours of the Crooked Well 

teapots at a WP/Baylight meeting 

two years ago! Fifty years ago, when 

Queen’s Row was being restored, 

bright colours of red and yellow, pink 

and violet were chosen, though 

today’s colours appear more sombre. 

This corner of Grove Lane and 

Love Walk is very important within 

the Camberwell Grove Conservation 

Area (CA). It is hoped that the best 

possible conclusion of this  

development has been reached for all 

concerned. 

 

Julia Roskill 
Chair, The Local Amenity Societies’  

URC Working Party 

 

Was Queen’s 

Row inspired by 

the Royal  

Terrace? 
 

There is a coda to the story of 

the URC Development in 

Grove Lane: Nick Powell, a  

member of the WP, has drawn  

attention to a recent book, “Four 

Emperors and an Architect” by 

Alicia Salter. This explores the  

influence of Diocletian’s Palace at 

Spalato (Split) on the Scottish  

architect, Robert Adam, and his 

brothers in their design of the 

Adelphi (Greek for brothers)   

development (1768-72), in  

particular the façade of its  

unified neoclassical terrace of 

houses, the Royal Terrace, facing 

the Thames.   

It was the first such terrace in 

London from which all subsequent 

terrace designs have stemmed.  

Illustrations show eight central 

houses standing in a “pavilion” 

slightly forward from the body of 

the terrace, with “pavilions” of 

three houses standing forward at 

each end.  Attention is drawn to 

the arches (cryptoporticus) of the 

vaults at river level. 

Stephen Marks, architect, who 

drew the original Grove Lane 

houses before demolition,  

considered that the design of 

Queen’s Row had been by a  

distinguished but unnamed  

architect: a candidate, he thought, 

could have been Michael  

Novosielski, architect and  

developer who arrived in London 

in 1772 and whose name was on 

Stephen’s Deeds at No 50 Grove 

Lane.  

Could the Royal Terrace have  

inspired the architect of Queen’s 

Row (the Queen being George III’s 

Queen Charlotte?) and could it 

have been Novosielski ? 

 

Julia Roskill  
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United Reformed Church

Queen’s Row before Nos 64-68 were demolished in 1964       Photo: Stephen Marks

Queen’s Row 2015. Note the balconies and ground floor arched windows
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True pizza, made to strict, traditional principles 

Restaurant Reviews

Theo’s Pizzeria 

2 Grove Lane 
SE5 8SY 
020 3026 4224 
theospizzeria.com 
 

T
heo’s, the new pizzeria at the 

end of Grove Lane, is full. So 

full that there’s a grumpy line 

of people staring, like vultures, at the 

handful of diners lucky enough to 

grab one of the “first come, first 

serve” bench tables in the window. 

It’s only Tuesday night but it’s been 

like this pretty much every night 

since Theo’s opened, testament to the 

fact that a really good Neapolitan 

pizza, prepared and cooked in the  

traditional way will inveigle itself 

into the hearts (and tummies) of 

pretty much any new community the 

world over. 

I should state upfront that I was 

born in Naples and that I view the 

hideous, crispy/doughy/over topped 

atrocities produced by chains like 

Domino’s and Pizza Hut as heresy. 

(Hearing a neighbour say Theo’s was 

okay but the pizzas are soggy in the 

middle made me want to fulminate 

and despair all at the same time.) 

Because for us Neapolitans, “la 

vera pizza” – true pizza made to 

strict, traditional principles – is  

simplicity itself: a splash of fragrant, 

ripe tomato “sugo” (sauce), some 

good quality mozzarella (buffalo 

milk if possible and spread sparingly) 

and a spray of torn fresh basil leaves 

which turn the centre into a  

delectable, melty doughy juice while 

the slightly charred crust holds firm. 

The dough is always made the day 

before, allowed to rise for 10 to 15 

hours and then stretched and beaten 

into shape by a pizzaiolo, who will 

have trained on the job for two to 

three years before becoming a fully 

fledged artisan. La vera pizza, of 

course, will always be cooked in a 

brick, wood-fuelled oven, never an 

electric one. 

There are of course never ending 

varieties – with Neapolitan greens 

known as friarielli (Theo’s does this 

one to perfection and sent me into a 

spin of homesick nostalgia), with 

aubergines (again, fabulous), local 

mushrooms, or the tiniest taste of a 

really hot salame or smoky pancetta. 

Pizza Marinara, by the way, is  

nothing to do with seafood but is one 

of the oldest varieties and is similar 

to Margherita with tomato sugo but 

with the addition of olive oil, garlic 

and oregano, no mozzarella. Theo’s  

attention to this oft-repeated mistake 

on Anglo menus is another tick for 

them. After all, pizza, let’s face it, 

was poor food – anything with meat 

piled on it makes no sense (or is an 

obscenity created for American 

tourists!) 

Okay, back to Camberwell where 

Theo’s wood fire oven is cranking 

out pizzas at a rate of knots. It’s 

chilly outside and the windows are 

coated in that misty fog that tells you 

you’re safe and warm inside. The  

tables, faux marble, are small but 

comfortable. There is a fantastic little 

bowl of a really good, cold pressed 

olive oil filled to the brim with chilli 

on each table along with a small 

glass bowl of dried, flaked chili and 

this fills me with goodwill. (Chilli oil 

is a must on some pizzas!) 

My dining companion, Robert, is 

hungry and decides to order an entrée 

of burrata (a creamy pre-mozzarella 

cheese) wrapped in a grilled, tender 

slice of meat. It’s hot, well peppered 

and seasoned and melts in your 

mouth. I managed to secure only a 

tiny sliver it was so good. You can 

also have this antipasto with  

mortadella, a large, very mild 

sausage meat or wood-oven roasted 

onion and chillis, or, enjoy your  

aperitif with some fabulous plump 

green olives and some focaccia bread. 

The staff are attentive and seem 

to enjoy gentle banter. I order a Birra 

Moretti, one of my favourites, and it 

arrives uber chilled which is exactly 

how this Italian (who grew up in 

Australia) likes her beer. Traditionally, 

“pizza e birra” go together. A glass of 

Verdicchio for Robert and our two 

pizzas arrived: an aubergine for me 

(mozzarella, tomatoes, chili, basil 

and a drizzle of olive oil, utterly  

perfect!) and a “Sausage” for Robert, 

with provola (a slightly smokier 

cheese), mozzarella and the friarielli, 

which resemble spinach but when 

fried lightly have a much sharper, 

slightly bitter taste that works  

brilliantly with the cheeses. Both  

pizzas arrive smoking, great crusts, 

gorgeous gooey yummy middles.  

The menu is exactly as it should 

be: simple and relatively sparse. 

There is the classic Margherita and 

Marinara, one with anchovies,  

another with pancetta and mushrooms 

(on my list for next time) and also the 

classic Neapolitan Calzone, a pizza 

turned over and filled with a little 

tomato, mozzarella, warm ricotta and 

a taste of salami.) You can order 

extra toppings if you really must.  

Rather wonderfully, Theo’s also 

do “o panuozzo”, which is quicker to 

prepare than pizza and used almost 

like a sandwich bread. Here, they’ve 

done a fabulous twist serving it with 

a nocciola (hazelnut ice cream). Rob 

chose the classic affogato (drowned 

one), vanilla ice cream with a shot of 

hot espresso.  

Theo’s is heaven. Trust me, I’m 

Neapolitan! 
 

Paola Totoro 

The wood fire oven cranks out pizzas
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Sample the rich, hot spices of real Szechuan cooking

Restaurant Reviews

Wuli Wuli 

15 Camberwell Church Street 
SE5 8TR 
020 7708 5024 
 

A
t first glance Camberwell’s 

Szechuan restaurant, Wuli 

Wuli, sounds like it might be 

named after a town in China, perhaps 

in honour of owner Yan He’s  

homeland and its spicy cuisine. 

You’d be wrong. The  

double-barreled handle is actually a 

wonderful play on the traffic noise 

along Camberwell Church Street 

every night: “It’s the sound of the  

police and the ambulance,” Yan says 

with a quiet chuckle, twirling her  

finger around and around like a siren. 

“They go wuli, wuli, wuli all night 

long. It reminded me of home, in 

southern China where there is always 

street noise.” 

And the spelling? “My brother 

suggested it. It sounds right,  

doesn’t it?” 

Yan (pictured left) encouraged 

her husband to open the restaurant 

four years ago because she was  

underwhelmed by the blander fare of 

Cantonese menus favoured by most 

of London’s Chinese restaurants. 

Yan, who had come to London in 

2006 to study English so she could 

work as a nurse and midwife, was 

missing home and the rich, hot spices 

of local cooking. 

“I was hungry. It’s as simple as 

that,” she says. “I had studied  

English for two years and realized 

that the technical language was too 

hard. I needed to find something else 

so my husband and I decided to open 

the restaurant.” 

It fits neatly into Camberwell’s 

flourishing restaurant strip, alongside 

the northern Chinese delights of Silk 

Road and the Vietnamese-Chinese 

blend of Van Hing. 

And that’s exactly what you get 

at Wuli Wuli, a menu that comprises 

the most popular Szechuan dishes  

of south-western China. It’s not just 

about taste, but language and culture. 

Yan says customers are increasingly 

starting to overlook language  

differences and are beginning to  

explore the menu, past the  

dumbed-down suburban versions  

of yesteryear: “They want  

Chinese-Chinese, not western-Chinese,” 

she explains. 

Perhaps that’s why she insists on 

keeping dishes like Saliva Chicken 

on the menu. The name doesn’t  

immediately endear but stop for a 

moment and consider it is simply 

drawn from the Chinese for  

“mouth-watering”. It comes to the 

table cold, the chicken boiled then 

cooled in an ice bath, sliced and  

drizzled with a combination chilli  

oil, Szechuan peppercorns, cinnamon  

and ginger.  

Similarly, the Smacked Cucumber 

sounds rather painful – and it probably 

was for the cucumber – beaten and 

flattened to absorb the flavours of 

salted chillies, garlic and vinegar.  

But the result is lively and, if I may 

borrow its name, lip-smacking as an 

appetizer as are the dumplings and in 

particular the delightfully named Mr 

Zhong in chilli oil. 

Fried aubergine with minced 

pork is possibly the most decadent 

dish on the menu, the crunch of the 

skin delightful against the soft  

texture of the vegetable covered in 

pork mince and sauce. 

Kung Pao chicken, named after a 

19th century Qing Dynasty politician, 

is a zingy plate of chicken cubes 

quick fried with chilli, peppers, 

peanuts and vegetables, making it an 

upmarket version of the popcorn 

chicken sold by one of our better 

known fast food restaurants just up 

the road. Ask for the boned version if 

spice is your thing because its 

flavours are much stronger and more 

vibrant. 

Likewise, the flavor of the  

dry-fried pork ribs bounces off the 

roof of your mouth, served in a bed 

of diced chillies through which there 

is an evitable rummage for the last 

piece of meat. Other favourites are 

the dried fried beans and twice 

cooked pork slices with chilli, and  

if you can grab the attention of the 

hard-working Yan, ask for duck  

fried rice. 

Then again, and just in time for 

winter, there is a completely new 

range of soups and noodle dishes, 

hand pulled in the restaurant kitchen, 

to complement the Szechuan fare. 

Perhaps Yan could call it her Woolly 

Woolly menu.  

 

 Robert Wainwright

Dried fried beansMr ZhongSaliva Chicken
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Art gallery round-up 2016

A
s in previous years, Dulwich 

Picture Gallery’s programme 

follows a well-planned  

formula of something unfamiliar but 

reassuringly conservative: Painting 

Norway: Nikolai Astrup (1880 – 

1928), followed by a high-quality 

Modern British show: Winifred 

Knights (1887 – 1947), and then a 

classic Old Master exhibition,  

Adriaen Van De Velde: Master of the 

Dutch Golden Age. 

Nikolai Astrup is probably  

unfamiliar to most people, but his 

colourful Norwegian landscapes are 

on a par with (if not stylistically  

similar to) previous shows at Dulwich 

such as “Painting Canada: The Group 

of Seven” in 2011 and “From the 

Forest to the Sea: Emily Carr in 

British Columbia” in 2014. Astrup, 

Carr and the Group of Seven are each 

regarded as important figures in their 

national artistic pantheon, and it is 

intriguing to see paintings by artists 

working outside the European  

avant-garde who are nevertheless 

widely admired. The Astrup show 

will include over 90 paintings and 

prints; the latter should have visitors 

to Dulwich craning their necks to  

distinguish one from another, as  

Astrup had a painterly approach to 

printmaking, consciously blurring  

the boundaries between prints and 

paintings.  

Regular gallery-goers will be  

familiar with Winifred Knight’s The 
Deluge (1920), which is currently on 

display in Tate Britain. This  

masterpiece and four other major 

works painted between 1919 and 

1930 will be shown together with 

over 100 drawings, illustrations and 

portraits. Knights was a star pupil at 

the Slade School, winning a  

scholarship to the British School in 

Rome, where she was awarded the 

Prix de Rome in Decorative Painting 

for The Deluge in 1920, the first 

woman to receive this award. Her 

work is strongly influenced by Italian 

quattrocento frescoes, reinterpreted 

in the light of the philosophy of  

decorative painting then much in 

vogue at the Slade. 

The Adriaen van de Velde show 

comes to London from the  

Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, where 

it opens in June. Co-curated by a  

former and a current Rijksmuseum 

curator, this should be a guarantee of 

quality. Van de Velde never left  

Holland, but his Italianate Dutch 

landscapes are highly appealing. The 

exhibition sets out to demonstrate the 

various phases of his creative process 

through the inclusion of his exquisite 

pen and ink sketches and drawings 

from life in red chalk. Lastly, Dulwich 

maintains its high curatorial standards 

in 2016 with a programme of small 

displays throughout the year  

incorporating new research on their 

holdings of work by Van Dyck, Dou, 

Rubens and Rembrandt. 

 

The South London Gallery has 

a reputation for challenging shows of 

contemporary art with few  

concessions to those who just want to 

see a nice picture on the walls – for 

which no apologies are needed. 

Opened in December and running 

until the end of February 2016 is a 

very promising show by the  

Singaporean artist and writer Heman 

Chong which will include paintings 

as well as a million blacked-out  

business cards and a performative  

element. In the spring, the main 

gallery will be occupied by new 

sculptures by Michael Dean, a young 

artist from Newcastle who studied at 

Goldsmiths. At the same time, the 

French artist Paul Maheke, the fifth 

SLG Graduate Resident in the Outset 

Flat, will be showing the results of 

 
 
Left: Detail from Heman Chong,  
Monument to the people we’ve  
conveniently forgotten. (I hate you) 
Below left: Adriaen van de Velde, 
Landscape with Cattle and Figures. 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 
Below right: Erin de Burca, Primera 
Linea II
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installation, painting, performance, 

photography, sculpture and video. 

 

Next year’s exhibitions at the 

GX Gallery will be drawn mainly 

from its roster of 21 artists. Their 

shows change monthly and will  

his residency in the two  

upstairs rooms. Under the Same Sun: 

Art from Latin America Today, open-

ing in June, brings together highlights 

from the Guggenheim Museum’s  

collection of recently acquired Latin 

American works, spanning  

include a group exhibition in aid of 

the Music Fund for Cuba, and “Forty 

by Forty”, in which artists are invited 

to submit a work measuring 40 x 40 

cm. There will be six one or two  

person shows, for example Erin de 

Burca, whose paintings of apartment 

blocks will be familiar to many; these 

will be paired with newcomer Holly 

Rees’s evocative landscapes.  

 

South London has recently  

acquired a major new private art  

institution in the Damian Hirst 

Gallery in Newport Street, Lambeth. 

The opening exhibition of work by 

the late John Hoyland runs until April 

2016, with a future programme yet to 

be announced. A restaurant – a fresh 

iteration of the infamous  

Pharmacy in Notting Hill – is also 

planned. Start saving now. 

 

Angela Weight 
 

 

Dulwich Picture Gallery 

Painting Norway: Nikolai Astrup, 5 

February – 15 May  

Winifred Knights, 8 June – 18  

September 

Adriaen van de Velde: Master of the 

Dutch Golden Age, 12 October 2016 – 

15 January 2017 

 

South London Gallery 

Heman Chong: An Arm, A Leg and 

other Stories: 11 December 2015 – 28 

February 2016 

Michael Dean (title TBC): 18 March – 

22 May 

Paul Maheke: 18 March – 22 May 

Under the Same Sun: Art from  

Latin America Today: 10 June – 4 

September 

 

GX Gallery (January to December) 

Re-imagined: group exhibition in aid 

of Parkinsons UK 

Mixed exhibition 

Erin de Burca and Holly Rees 

Alain Magallon 

Alice Wisden and Daniel Warnecke 

Alex Norwood and Courtney Heather 

Amy Cushing 

FLOCK: Annual Graduate Show 

Armando Alemdar Ara 

Cuba: group exhibition in aid of 

Music for Cuba 

Forty by Forty 

Editions Show – limited edition prints

Nicolai Astrup, Marsh Marigold Night. Bergen Art Museum, Norway 

Nicolai Astrup, Funeral Day in Jølster. Bergen Art Museum, Norway 
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A lesson in 20th century architecture

The Walk

East Dulwich 020 8299 3021
Nunhead 020 3206 3063
roybrooks.co.uk

For local sales and lettings expertise...

...call Roy Brooks!

T
his year’s Historic Architectural Walk through 

Camberwell, led by Ian McInnes, an architect and  

member of the Twentieth Century Society, covered 

post-war social housing and other more recent buildings. 

More than 30 members walked on a circuit which  

included Comber Grove, Castlemead, Elmington and 

D’Eynsford Estates. We saw medium-rise red-brick  

Access deck estates in Comber Grove with neo Georgian  

detailing, a more pared down style in the early part of the 

Elmington Estate (post-war material and budget  

restrictions) and then high rise towers and slab blocks 

built in the 1950/60s, system with pre-cast panels with 

low rise housing. The latter D’Enysford development 

with courtyards and extensive parking also shows how 

development was attempting to accommodate aspirations 

of the time. Other interesting buildings included the  

brutalist inspired James Stirling-designed Brunswick 

Park School assembly hall which has barely altered since 

it was built in 1958/61, and the relatively new Benhill 

Nature Garden which has been developed as part of the 

Elmington Estate regeneration, from where you can see 

incorporated on an adjacent building the repositioned 

Pied Piper Mural of 1959, by Willi Soukop, one of the 

legacies of the Arts Patronage Scheme inaugerated by the 

LCC to bring sculpture to the people. 

We learnt other little known facts, for example, tower 

blocks were often arranged where each lift entrance door 

served two floors with steps set half a flight up or down to 

contain costs, and in many slum clearance areas, the  

original pubs remained because of their high commercial 

value. They doubtless also proved useful to refresh the 

workers building the new developments around them! 

 

Tim Gaymer Contrasting ways of living at the bombed estste



The Walk / Christmas Party
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• Community hub

• Outstanding hand-brewed coffee and organic tea

• Freshly prepared, seasonal and delicious food

• Free high speed WiFi

• Bicycle parking

• Professional and welcoming service

• Child and family friendly (high chairs and baby-changing

• Wooden educational toys and selection of children’s books

• Community events including plays, music recitals, poetry

Correction 
 
On page 12 of the previous issue, CQ No 186 (“An old part of Camberwell that has  

disappeared”), line 2, should have read Rate books, not Rare books. We apologise for 

any confusion.

 The repositioned Pied Piper Mural of 1959 by Willi Soukop

 An industrial building on Elmington Estate

 

 

The  

Christmas 

Party 

 
We would like to thank those 

members who donated 

prizes and provided food as 

well as Hector and all the 

staff at the Crooked Well 

who made us feel welcome. 

We would also like to 

thank the following traders 

who so generously donated 

prizes. 

 

Cruson

Daily Goods  

Edwardes Cycles 

Head to Toe Hair & Beauty

Hill Bakery  

Pesh 

Snappy Snaps 

Theo’s  

 

A cheque for £500 was 

handed over to each of last 

year’s Charities of the Year, 

the Secret Garden and 

Stanswood Garden Project.
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From Dr Guiseppe Spoto 

101 Camberwell Grove 

Georgian style is now possible at a 

very reasonable cost, thus making the 

restoration of this essential feature of 

a Georgian building an entirely  

feasible proposition. 

We believe the reinstatement of a 

whole set of brick arches to a  

Georgian house has never been  

carried out before and know of no 

other similar projects in the UK. We 

believe this therefore to be the first 

example of its kind. 
 
Architect: Anthony Kyrke Smith  

Builder: Joe Murtagh  

Arches supplied by Colin Pinnegar of Bulmer 

Brick Cutting Services  

 

 

 

has to be said that the intervention 

was carried out without recourse to 

any public funds and regardless of 

the last VAT increase, which is now a 

major disincentive, not only to the 

restoration but to the mere  

maintenance of listed buildings. 

The house had in the past also 

lost its original delicate fanlight,  

another typical feature of the late 

Georgian period. 

Here the replacement is an exact 

replica made by the late John  

Sambrook, probably the last one he 

made before his untimely death in 

2001. John offered to come to the 

house and install the fanlight  

himself! 

The reinstatement of brick arches 

to a period property has until recently 

been a prohibitively expensive job 

which was generally out of reach for 

the average owner. 

Owners of other Georgian  

properties with similar needs should 

be aware that the reinstatement of 

brick arches in the authentic  

A great many houses in  

Camberwell Grove have lost their flat 

brick arches, a large number of which 

suffered significant war  

damage. The houses were later fitted 

with concrete lintels, due probably to 

a lack of affordable alternatives. 

Flat fine gauge arches are typical 

of the Georgian idiom. 

As readers of the Quarterly 

know, the street is of significant  

architectural interest, earning more 

than a mention in several important 

monographs concerned with the 

Georgian period, including John 

Summerson’s 1945 seminal book 

Georgian London. It was the subject 

of a BBC Two documentary in 2012. 

No 101 Camberwell Grove is an 

example of a fine late 18th century 

Grade II listed late Georgian town 

house where the entire set of fine 

gauge arches above the sashes at the 

front of the house, which had been 

previously missing, has been  

successfully reinstated. 

The reinstatement which, subject 

to Planning Permission and Listed 

Building Consent, was completed in 

2014, has returned the property to its 

original appearance. 

It is of note that No 101 was 

listed as part of a terrace, so the  

intervention has returned the whole 

terrace to its original appearance. It 

A technical illustration of the brick 
arches that are now available.

Remember this book? 
 
John Beasley phoned to say he had a 
pleasant surprise when he happened 
to see his book Camberwell Through 
the Ages in Chena Books on  
Lordship Lane. This fascinating book 
contains more than 170 pictures and 
retails at £14.95.

 

 

We would like to hear from 

you, whether by letter or 

email. The Editor’s  

contact details are: 
 

4 Datchelor Place, SE5 7AP 

mpowleybaker@gmail.com 
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Buy Soup for Syria and help support the refugees

S
ally Butcher, signature flame 

hair an unmissable, wild halo, 

is busy behind the counter of 

her little café kitchen. Two young 

mothers, babies in giant prams, are 

seated in the window while another 

couple – clearly regulars – have 

cleaned their plates to shining  

perfection. 

It’s late on a chilly winter  

weekday afternoon and traffic into 

the bright yellow shop on the corner 

of Peckham High Street and Collyer 

Place shows no sign of abating. A 

man arrives asking for a specific type 

of Iranian pickle, another needs a 

particular cheese while a young 

woman wants to buy not one but 

three copies of Soup for Syria, a 

splendid, newly published full colour 

tome of hearty recipes created as a 

fundraiser for refugees. Among the 

acclaimed chefs who have donated 

their favourite recipes are Anthony 

Bourdain, Yotam Ottolenghi, Alice 

Walker and Peckham’s own Sally B. 

People come from all over  

London, from the poorest as well as 

its most affluent neighbourhoods in 

search of specialist Persian  

ingredients you cannot find anywhere 

else in the capital. Whether fuelled 

by a bout of homesickness for Iran – 

or a gourmand’s whim – Persepolis 

will inevitably have the answer.  

Sally and her husband of 22 

years, Jamshid, (she calls him “Mr 

Shopkeeper”) have run Persepolis for 

more than 15 years. They brought it 

to life in the very same spot his  

Iranian parents ran a shop (even if in 

a different incarnation) for many 

years before. It was “Mr  

Shopkeeper’s” idea to start this  

business initially and Sally says she 

was a very reluctant recruit.  
However, within days of the 

doors opening, Sally was hooked. 

Now, pardon the cliché, the shop  

really is best described as an  

Aladdin’s Cave. Painted the colour of 

saffron outside, Persepolis is a local 

beacon, particularly at night when 

garlands of rainbow lights beckon the 

visitor. The shop windows are 

stacked with a riot of ceramic 

tagines, gorgeously painted cups and 

platters, Persian teacups and bubble 

pipes galore. 

Inside, everywhere you look are 

banks of bagged spices, piles of  

glittering sugar in crystal form,  

Iranian lollies and sweets, shiny 

freshly made baklava, hookah pipes, 

music CDs, cans of exotic looking 

pickles, oils, a small fridge full of 

fresh cheeses, DVDs, incense, aloe 

vera gels, rose petals and dried limes, 

exotic grains and rices and two  

wonderful walls plastered with  

beautifully photographed recipes 

from Sally’s own cookbooks.  

In the teeny tiny kitchen at the 

back, beside the little cluster of tables 

and chairs, Sally experiments, tests 

and cooks the vegetarian feasts that  

populate her cookbooks and which 

now attract diners from all over  

London. Her blog, http://foratasteof-
persia.co.uk, is full of local foodie 

news, recipes, up and coming pop 

ups and events. 

To date, Sally has published four 

cookbooks, which have become hits 

in the UK and Europe (she’s big in 

Holland and Germany too) and is 

currently being courted to front a 

new TV cookery show. 

Persia in Peckham, her first 

book, is as much an ode to the food 

of her adopted culture and its  

customs and traditions as it is to the 

little pocket of southeast London that 

she so loves. The three books that 

follow, (they work brilliantly  

together), are all published by  

Pavilion. Of course, you can taste 

Sally’s lovingly made fare in the café 

between 10.35am (yes you read 

right) and 9pm seven days a week. (If 

you can find a table!) 

In the meantime however, as the 

days become longer and nights even 

chillier, spare a thought for the  

hundreds of thousands displaced by 

war and struggling to find new lives 

in Europe. Soup for Syria was  

edited and photographed by  

another famous chef, Barbara  

Massaad, and is available locally 

from Persepolis or via web from  

http://soupforsyria.com/book.php 

All profits from the book will go to 

the United Nations Refugee Agency, 

the UNHRC. 

 

Paola Totaro  
 

Persepolis, 28-30 Peckham High St,  
SE15 5DT. Tel: 020 7639 8007

Traditional and
Modern Designs

Repairs and Restoration

For a Free
Consultation Call

07791 620011

angi@angidriver.co.uk
www.angidriver.co.uk

STAINED GLASS
WINDOWS

Sally and Jamshid 
(“Mr Shopkeeper”) 
in their shop,  
Persepolis, which 
is filled with   
exotic goodies
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Planning 
 

The Society comments on recent planning applications

T
he Society looks at all  

planning applications within 

the SE5 area and advises the 

relevant planning authority (Lambeth 

or Southwark) that we object, support 

or have no objection. 

Owing to the limited space we 

are only able to print a selection on 

which the Society has commented. 

You can also see our comments on 

the Society’s website at  

www.camberwellsociety.org.uk 

 

122 Albany Road, SE5  

Roof extension to the top floor flat 
(Flat C) to create a two-bedroom flat 
at third floor and associated terrace 
with balustrade and screens.   
The application is to add an additional 

floor to the second floor flat to create 

a kitchen-dining space. The existing 

second floor plan is changed around 

so that this becomes a living area and 

two bedrooms instead of one bedroom. 

This application is erroneous as 

the “as existing” is not built yet. The 

site is the previous building that is  

partially demolished. The “when 

built” design is a modern building 

but the box perched on the roof looks 

like a water tank or plant room 

perched on the roof of some blocks 

of flats. 

The access stairs up to the  

additional space mess up the original 

approved plan. The extension does 

nothing for the overall look of the 

building and would be an eyesore for 

the flats directly behind and their  

aspect towards Burgess Park. The 

building would be best constructed as 

approved without the addition. 

The Society objects to this  

proposal. 

 

57 Camberwell Grove, SE5  

Erection of first floor rear extension.  
Architecturally, to cut the side of the 

first floor window would be a pity. 

Possibly a stepped detail in the new 

wall could overcome this. No such 

detail is shown. 

The proposed extension would 

also overshadow a rear window at  

55 Camberwell Grove, north of the  

extension. This seems already  

compromised by planting. 

On the basis that the drawings 

are incorrect the Society objects to 

the proposed extension.  

 

3 Dagmar Road, SE5  

Conversion of existing single family 
dwelling into three self-contained 
flats incorporating: removal of  
existing two-storey rear wing of 
property; construction of part two 
storey and part single storey rear  
extension and excavation of  
basement level light well to rear  
garden; enlargement of existing 
basement level light well to front  
garden and construction of new  
steps from pavement level to  
basement level.  
The plans demonstrate no sensitivity 

to the architectural features of the 

Victorian building. The proposed 

mansard windows at front and rear 

are out of proportion with the building 

and out of character with its style. 

The balconies proposed at the rear of 

the property look institutional and it 

is not clear whether they are to be 

used for access. There is no mention 

of materials for windows and balcony 

railings, though the application form 

refers to replacement of timber 

framed windows with timber framed 

windows, which is some relief. 

The Society recommends that the 

Council rejects the proposed mansard 

windows at front and rear and clarifies 

the materials and purpose of the rear 

balconies. 

 

56-60 Denmark Hill, SE5  

Erection of a two-storey rear  
extension with retail on ground floor 
with access from Denmark Hill and 
gym use on first floor with access 
along rear from Milkwell Yard and 
erection of bin storage and cycle 
storage along the access from  
Milkwell Yard.   

The application is to provide a  

first-floor gym (Use Class D2) above 

the present shop and side yard infill  

extension occupying the full  

triangular site. 

Due to the commercial use on 

Denmark Hill and Valmar Trading 

Estate to the rear, the proposal has 

very little impact behind the front 

façade which is raised/rebuilt to give 

a better storey height than the present 

store rooms. The additional height 

will be a visual improvement to the 

street elevation. 

There are concerns from the 

other users of Milkwell Yard that the 

access to the rear for refuse collections 

and to bicycle parking/storage will 

over-intensify the use of the yard but 

this would be relative to the existing 

access and refuse collection to rear of 

other properties. 

No objection. 

 

 43 Grove Park, SE5   

Demolition of existing rear extension 
and replacement with new; installation 
of external ramps to the front and 
rear of the property to provide level 
access; installation of new double 
glazed windows; new air-conditioning 
unit and a new permeable paved 
driveway.    
The lift has been positioned in a good 

place within the existing building. 

The planned rear extension works 

well within the ground floor scheme, 

and although marginally bigger than 

the existing extension, is sensible in 

design and size. 

No objection. 

 

38 Luxor Street London SE5  

Erection of a two-storey side extension 
and a three-storey rear extension.   
The proposal property is on a  

prominent corner site with Flaxman 

Road. The proposed side extension is 

subservient to the original structure. 

The reduced rear extension (now a 

storey lower) brings part of the rear 

façade in line with the adjoining 

property before stepping back to the 

original dictated by the angled 

boundary. 

The proposal adds no additional 

units but simply makes three of the 

existing four units, one per floor, 

larger and in line with Mayor of  

London’s space standards. 

No objection. 

 

 1 Maude Road, SE5  

 Erection of one-storey rear extension.  

The proposed renovation of a house 

currently rented out as eight bedrooms 

to a family property is a significant 

improvement to the street. The  

proposed rear extension is a glazed 

conservatory using space which is 

currently a rear basement area.  

No objection.
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Directory
 

CAMBERWELL SOCIETY 

OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE 

 

OFFICERS 

 

President: Jeremy Bennett 

30 Grove Lane  SE5 8ST               7703 9971 

 

Chairman:  Nick Holt 

204 Camberwell Grove SE5 8RJ       7501 9941 

 

Vice-Chair: Alex Blacknell 

48 Grove Lane SE5 8ST              7277 4041 

 

Secretary: Robert Wainwright 

55 Grove Lane SE5 8SP         07775 858765 

 

Assistant Secretary: Paola Totaro 

55 Grove Lane SE5 8SP          07789 606062 

 

Treasurer: Kim Blackwell 

78 Camberwell Grove SE5 8RF  7703 9170 

 

Assistant Treasurer: Liz Allen 

78 Camberwell Grove SE5 8RF  7703 9170 

 

 

COMMITTEE 

 

Liz Cook                               07973 760529 

Membership 

 

Ricardo Folgado                  07768 291694 

Traffic 

 

Tim Gaymer                              7737 1059 

Planning 

 

Barbara Pattinson                      7274 8045 

SE5 Forum & Community Liaison 

 

Margaret Powley-Baker             7701 4417 

Editor - Camberwell Quarterly 

 

Nicholas Roskill                        7703 4736 

Licensing 

 

 

OTHER CONTACTS 

 

LOCAL HISTORY: 

email: 

localhistory@camberwellsociety.org.uk 
 

MEMBERSHIP:                                           

Annual membership costs £15 (household) 

£8 (individual) or £3 (concessionary) 

Membership form available online: 

www.camberwellsociety.org.uk 

 

PLANNING: 

email: planning@camberwellsociety.org.uk 

 

The Camberwell Society is the recognised 

amenity society for those living, working or 

interested in Camberwell.

Chartered Accountants 

K A Jeffries & Company p19     8693 4145 
 

Estate Agents  
Andrews & Robertson p16            7703 4401   
Roy Brooks p3 and p14     8299 3021

 

Garden Centres 

Dulwich Pot & Plant Garden p8     7733 3697 
 

Events Centres 

ORTUS Learning and Events p15 
 

Home massage 

London Massage to You p19     07977 996175 

 

Home Refurbishment & Renovation 

Joshua Thelwell p7                       7450 0919 

                      07986 363  

 

Local Information 

South London Guide. Website on all aspects of 

South London, including shops, services and 

property. www.southlondonguide.co.uk 
 

Newsagents 

R K News p4     7703 2784 
 

Packaging Materials 

J Hunnex & Sons Ltd p8     7703 3439 

 

Pilates 

Artichoke Pilates Studio p4     7358 5454   
    

Stained Glass 

Stained Glass Windows p17 7791 620011 
 

Upholstery 

A V Fowlds p8                                 7703 2686

 

Join the Camberwell Society  
 

There are three categories of subscription:  
 

        l    Household (up to five people at the same address) 
            – £15 a year 

       l    Individual – £8 a year 

       l   Concessionary – £3 a year  
 
To join, please see our website www.camberwellsociety.org.uk 
for an application form and Standing Order Mandate.

K.A. Jeffries & Company
Chartered Accountants

18 Melbourne Grove, East Dulwich SE22 8RA
Tel: 020 8693 4145   Fax: 020 8299 0326   Email: saj@kajeffries.co.uk

 

 To contribute to the Quarterly  

please contact the Editor, Margaret Powley-Baker,  

tel: 020 7701 4417 or email:  mpowleybaker@gmail.com


